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Discovering active, stable and cost-effective catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is of utmost interest for commercialization of fuel cells. Scarce and expensive noble metals such as Pt and Pd are the state-of-the-art active ORR catalysts but suffer from low stability against CO poisoning. Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is a particularly attractive material due to its low cost and stability; however, it suffers from intrinsic low activity toward the ORR in the pristine form as a result of its inherently low conductivity with a large band gap of ~5.5 electron volts. During the past few years, several strategies such as using metal supports, metal doping and atomic vacancies have been reported to significantly increase the conductivity, thereby promoting the ORR activity. Herein we use density functional theory calculations to systematically study these strategies for activating inert h-BN and further examine the stability against CO poisoning. We show that noble metals, such as Ag, Pd, and Pt, require boron (B) or nitrogen (N) vacancies to reasonably activate h-BN toward the ORR. For example, Pd supported h-BN with B-vacancies exhibits significantly high ORR activity. All three examined metal supported h-BNs are predicted to be stable against CO poisoning. These results demonstrate that supporting h-BN on noble metals is a promising strategy to increase the stability against CO poisoning while maintaining high ORR activity.

1. Introduction

Fuel cells, converting the chemical energy of fuels such as H2 into electricity, are the most promising clean energy technology for replacing fossil fuels in the transport sector.1 However, the sluggish oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the fuel cell cathode remains the main drawback to overcome. Generally, Pt catalysts are the state-of-the-art ORR catalysts. Nevertheless, the commercialization of Pt catalysts is limited due to the scarcity of Pt, time-dependent drift and CO poisoning.1,2 These issues have triggered academic and industrial research studies toward discovering cost-effective, active and stable ORR catalysts.3,4 Several approaches have been proposed to enhance the catalytic activity and reduce the amount of Pt usage, including alloying with non-precious metals5–7 and using core–shell structures8,9 and nanostructures.10–12 Recently, graphene and isoelectronic hexagonal boron-nitride (h-BN) sheets have been widely investigated as alternative cost-effective ORR catalysts.13–17 Unlike graphene, the pristine h-BN sheet is a semiconductor with an intrinsically large band gap of ~5.5 eV with no states at the Fermi level. This makes the pristine h-BN sheet completely inert toward the ORR. However, its ORR catalytic activity can be significantly improved by surfactant exfoliation, hetero-atom or metal doping, and deposition on metal supports.18–26 Gao et al. investigated the role of different defects for Cu supported BN and found that a boron vacancy helps in binding ORR intermediates more strongly.27

On the other hand, h-BN exhibits other unique properties such as high stability which is favorable for the ORR. In fact, the h-BN sheet could serve as a protective layer for the underneath metal substrate and enhance the stability under ORR conditions.28,29–26 Recently, Zhang et al. reported that CO binding energy becomes much weaker on Pt supported boron nitride compared to that on the Pt surface, thereby alleviating the CO poisoning effect.28 Zuo et al. observed that Pd supported boron nitride retained its ORR activity after 4000 cycles, while the half-wave potential of commercial Pt/C decreased by 33 mV.22 These experiments indicate that depositing h-BN on metal supports is a promising technique to enhance the stability of noble metal supports while maintaining the activity.

Herein, we systematically analyze the ORR catalytic activity of h-BN sheets supported on different noble metals (h-BN@M (M: Ag, Pd and Pt)) using density functional theory (DFT) calculations. For comparison, we also calculate the ORR activity of h-BN@Cu which has been reported to be as active as a Pt catalyst for the ORR.27 We show that all the examined h-BNs supported on noble metals require nitrogen (N) or boron (B) vacancies to show reasonable ORR activity. Particularly,
h-BN@Pd with B vacancies has similar ORR activity to a Pt catalyst, which is in very good agreement with recently reported experimental results.22 We also show that the stability of h-BN@M in the presence of CO poisoning is much improved compared to that of a Pt catalyst. Finally, we also discuss the calculated ORR activity and stability of transition metals doped in single and double vacancies of the two-dimensional h-BN and show that Cu-doped and Ag-doped at single B-vacancy is significantly active and stable for the ORR.

2. Computational details

We performed geometry optimizations and calculated electronic energies using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP)30-31 and projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials.32 We chose to use the BEEF-vdW33 exchange-correlation functional, which was shown to accurately describe both chemisorption and physisorption.34 The energy cutoff was set to 500 eV, and the convergence criteria for energy (self-consistent iteration) and force (ionic relaxation) were set to 10−4 eV and 0.05 eV Å−1, respectively. The bulk geometry of BN was optimized using a (12 × 12 × 4) Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh, resulting in a B–N distance of 1.45 Å, in agreement with the previous calculations and experiments.35-36 A (3 × 3 × 1) k-point mesh was utilized to calculate the energetics of metal-supported boron nitride. Note that we utilized the Quantum Espresso code37 with the BEEF-vdW functional33 and ultrasoft pseudopotentials38 for h-BN based single atom catalyst calculations. More details can be found in the previous publication.39

Among the four metal supports (Ag, Cu, Pd, and Pt), we modeled (4 × 4) BN supported on three-layered (111) surfaces of Ag, Pd and Pt using a 2(√3 × √3) supercell, while we modeled (3 × 3) BN supported on Cu (111) using a (3 × 3) supercell to minimize the lattice mismatches (Fig. 1). The resulting lattice mismatches were 2.48, 3.86, 2.07 and 1.79% for Ag, Cu, Pd and Pt, respectively. We note that the previous theoretical investigation showed that influence of strain effect on the binding energies of ORR intermediates was less than 0.10 eV for 4% strain of BN.40 During the structural optimizations, atoms in the bottom two layers were kept fixed, while other atoms including adsorbates were fully relaxed. To avoid an artificial interaction between periodic images along the z-direction, we included a vacuum spacing of 15 Å.

The calculated electronic energies were converted into free energies by adding free energy corrections for adsorbates (zero-point energy, enthalpy and entropy corrections). The free energy correction was obtained from a harmonic oscillator approximation at 300 K as implemented in the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE), and the correction values for *O, *OH and *OOH were 0.06 eV, 0.35 eV and 0.42 eV, respectively. We also studied the effect of solvation on the adsorption energies of oxygen intermediates on h-BN@Pd as an example. We included an explicit solvation model containing eight H2O molecules in the supercell derived from the minima-hopping method (Fig. S1).41 The calculated solvation stabilization effects for *OH and *OOH were found to be negligible (−0.09 and −0.01 eV, respectively), compared to the −0.5 and −0.25 eV on metal surfaces.42

3. Results and discussion

We begin by considering the adhesion energies of h-BN supported on metals, calculated as $E_{\text{h-BN@M}} - E_{\text{M}} - E_{\text{h-BN}}$, where $E_{\text{h-BN@M}}$, $E_{\text{M}}$ and $E_{\text{h-BN}}$ are electronic energies of the h-BN@M complex, clean metal slabs and h-BN with/without vacancies, respectively. Among the various possibilities, the most stable geometries are chosen for further investigations. For example, a B-vac. prefers to sit on top of the metal atom rather than on

![Fig. 1](Image) The optimized geometries of metal supported BN with and without vacancies using a 2(√3 × √3) supercell (top) for Ag, Pd, and Pt and a (3 × 3) supercell for Cu (bottom). Blue and pink balls indicate N and B, respectively.
Table 1  The calculated adhesion energies of BN supported on metal supports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>−0.20</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>−0.34</td>
<td>−0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>−0.34</td>
<td>−0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>−0.46</td>
<td>−0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Bader charge analysis for metal supported h-BN. Negative values indicate that the h-BN sheet gains electrons from the metal supports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2  B or N atomic vacancy formation energies of metal supported h-BN at B-rich and N-rich conditions. The dashed horizontal lines represent B (blue) and N (red) vacancy formation energies of freestanding h-BN, where only lower values between B-rich and N-rich conditions are shown.

To gain insights into the electronic structure in the presence of vacancies and supports, we calculated the density of states (DOS) projected onto B and N atoms (Fig. 4 and S3–S5†). In agreement with previous reports in the literature,‡ we observed ~4 eV bandgap for the freestanding h-BN. It is known that metal-induced gap states are formed near the Fermi level for metal supported h-BN, and they significantly influence the catalytic activities.‡,§ We note that such gap states were observed for all supports particularly with B vacancies (Fig. 4 and S3–S5†).

To investigate the ORR activity, we assume an associative mechanism and utilize the computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) to include the effect of potential described in detail elsewhere.‡,§ We calculate the adsorption free energies of ORR intermediates, namely, *OOH, *O, and *OH, relative to gas phase H2 and liquid phase H2O.

Fig. 3  Charge density difference isosurface upon h-BN sheet adsorption on Pd (∆ρ = ρ_{h-BN@M} − ρ_{h-BN} − ρ_{M}). Yellow and red regions indicate the accumulation and depletion of electron charge density, respectively, with the isosurface level set to 0.005 e Å⁻³. Color code: boron (pink), nitrogen (blue), and metal (silver).
This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported Licence.

We now turn our focus on the correlation between binding free energies of *OH and *OOH. Previous theoretical calculations have revealed a universal scaling relation between $\Delta G_{\text{OOH}}$ and $\Delta G_{\text{OH}}$ on various types of catalyst surfaces including transition metals, transition metal oxides and two dimensional materials, resulting in an inherent overpotential (~0.4 V) for the oxygen reduction and evolution reactions.\textsuperscript{17,48–50} For metal supported h-BN, we also observed a linear scaling behavior between $\Delta G_{\text{OH}}$ and $\Delta G_{\text{OOH}}$, which is similar to the general scaling relation ($\Delta G_{\text{OOH}} = \Delta G_{\text{OH}} + 3.2 (\pm 0.2)$). We note that introducing vacancies generally strengthens the binding free energies of reaction intermediates. This in turn improves the ORR activity of h-BN@M systems with weak oxygen binding (such as h-BN@Ag, h-BN@Pd and h-BN@Pt) but adversely affects that of moderate binding h-BN@M catalysts (such as h-BN@Cu) (Fig. 6).

To measure the activity, we take into account the maximum potential at which all the reaction steps are energetically downhill, known as the limiting potential ($U_L$). The calculated overpotential is defined as the difference between the limiting potential and the equilibrium potential (1.23 V). Fig. 6B displays the $U_L$ as a function of $\Delta G_{\text{OH}}$. In agreement with previous theoretical results, h-BN@Cu is expected to catalyze the ORR with an $U_L$ of 0.82 V.\textsuperscript{48} On the other hand, other metal supports are inactive toward the ORR due to the weak interaction with oxygen intermediates. Once the vacancies are formed, however, all h-BN@M become active for the ORR (Fig. 7). Interestingly, h-BN@Pd with a B-vac. shows a similar activity to Pt (111). Our calculations agree well with a recently published experiment on BN@Pd composites which revealed an ORR activity comparable to that of the commercial Pt/C catalyst.\textsuperscript{22}

The calculated CO adsorption energies are ~0.62 eV and ~0.01 eV for h-BN@Cu and h-BN@Pd with B-vac., respectively. These energies are significantly weaker than the CO adsorption energy on Pt (111), ~1.65 eV, indicating less CO poisoning on h-BN@M compared to Pt (111).

$$\Delta G_{\text{OOH}} = G(\ast \text{OOH}) + \frac{3}{2} G(\text{H}_2) - G(\ast) - 2G(\text{H}_2\text{O})$$ \hspace{1cm} (2a)

$$\Delta G_{\text{OH}} = G(\ast \text{OH}) + \frac{1}{2} G(\text{H}_2) - G(\ast) - G(\text{H}_2\text{O})$$ \hspace{1cm} (2b)

$$\Delta G_{\text{OH}} = G(\ast \text{OH}) + \frac{1}{2} G(\text{H}_2) - G(\ast) - G(\text{H}_2\text{O})$$ \hspace{1cm} (2c)

We note that it is crucial to take a surface coverage under reaction conditions into consideration, which could provide more realistic information rather than assuming a low coverage limit. For example, a catalyst surface with strong *OH adsorption energy is expected to be covered with *OH. For the h-BN@M with/without a B-vac., we found that $\Delta G_{\text{OH}}$ is rather weak, so we expected that the low coverage limit provides beneficial insights. However, the binding free energies of the oxygen intermediates on h-BN@M with a N-vac. are significantly strong (up to ~2.0 eV $\Delta G_{\text{OH}}$) and adsorbed *O spontaneously fills the N-vac. during the geometry optimization (Fig. 5B). Therefore, we constructed a surface Pourbaix diagram (more details are in ESI Note 1\textsuperscript{t}) for all h-BN@M systems with a N-vac. and determined the most stable surface coverage at 0.80 V\textsubscript{RH}, the potential at which ORR current densities are measured (Fig. 5 and S6–S8\textsuperscript{t}).\textsuperscript{7}

![Projected density of states (PDOS) of the p-orbitals of B and N for (A) unsupported h-BN and (B) Pd supported h-BN without vacancies, (C) with B vacancies and (D) with N vacancies. The vertical dashed line represents the position of the Fermi level at 0 eV.](image-url)
We would like to mention that several experimental efforts have been made to synthesize metal supported BN. For example, the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique using borazine (B₃N₃H₆) gas has been applied to deposit h-BN sheets on different metal supports. In addition, an exfoliated BN dispersion can be spin-coated on the metal electrodes. Vacancies are naturally formed during the synthesis procedure or can be purposely generated using low energy argon or nitrogen ion-bombardment. Vacancies in h-BN sheets have been successfully observed using an aberration corrected high-resolution transmission electron microscope with exit-wave reconstruction. Given that vacancy formation energies of metal supported BN are notably lower compared to that of the freestanding counterpart (Fig. 2), we expect that atomic

**Fig. 5** (A) Surface Pourbaix diagram of N-vac. BN@Pd. (B) The most stable *O and *OH coadsorbed surface termination of N-vac. BN@Pd at 0.8 V_RHE.

**Fig. 6** (A) Scaling relation between $\Delta G_{*OH}$ and $\Delta G_{*OOH}$ for different studied h-BN@M complexes. (B) Volcano plot of ORR limiting potential as a function of $\Delta G_{*OH}$. Circle, triangle, diamond and square symbols indicate Ag, Cu, Pd and Pt supports, respectively.
metal-doped h-BN systems relative to the bulk metal and h-BN with vacancies, we found strong stabilization between a wide range of transition metal atoms and the h-BN supports with metals doped in the single boron vacancy (B-vac.) being the most stable structures. We also examined the stability of these systems against dissolution under electrochemical ORR conditions. Fig. 8B displays the calculated dissolution potentials of metals as a function of formation energies of metal doped h-BN systems. The horizontal dashed line at $U = 0.8 \text{ V}_{\text{RHE}}$ takes into account the potential at which the current density is measured for the ORR. The vertical dashed line represents $\Delta E_{\text{form}} = 0.0 \text{ eV}$, which is the upper bound to the stability of the systems. The left side of the vertical dashed line indicates a favorable formation of the metal-doped h-BN system, while the upper side of the horizontal dashed line indicates electrochemical stability of the system under ORR conditions. Therefore, catalysts in the pink region are expected to survive under the ORR potential [Fig. 8B]. Based on the calculated limiting potentials, doping Ag and Cu in the B-vac. of the h-BN sheet provides promising platforms for efficient ORR catalysis with $U_L$ of 0.74 V and 0.89 V, respectively. This compares very well with those of the two most active ORR systems in the current study, i.e., h-BN@Cu and h-BN@Pd with a B-vac.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have systematically investigated the ORR activity of Ag, Pt and Pd supported h-BNs with/without B and N vacancies. We found that noble metal supports stabilize the h-BN sheet through charge transfer and activate it for the ORR,

---

**Fig. 7** The calculated ORR limiting potentials ($U_{\text{L,ORR}}$) for metal supported h-BN with/without atomic vacancies. The h-BN@Pt is not presented since it does not bind $^*$OOH.

**Fig. 8** (A) Top view of h-BN based single atom catalysts. B-SV, N-SV, and DV indicate a boron and a nitrogen single vacancy and a double vacancy, respectively. (B) Dissolution potentials vs. formation energies of metal atoms doped in the vacancies of h-BN. Catalysts in the pink region are stable in terms of both formation energy and dissolution potential. The details of the calculations can be found in the previous publication. (C) The calculated ORR limiting potentials ($U_L$) for several examined transition metals doped in the B-vac. of h-BN. Note that we only considered B-SV, since it is the most stable configuration. Color code: boron (pink), nitrogen (blue), and metal (green).
which is inert otherwise. Due to the metal supports and vacancies in the h-BN sheet, additional electronic states appear between occupied and unoccupied states, which are known to be responsible for activating the h-BN sheet. We found that h-BN@Ag, h-BN@Pd, and h-BN@Pt become active only if a B- or N-vac. is introduced. We demonstrated that the h-BN@Cu does not require vacancies and even without vacancies it is a highly active ORR catalytic system with $U_L = 0.82$ V. This is in agreement with a previous report on the ORR activity of h-BN@Cu.\textsuperscript{17} Our calculated limiting potential for h-BN@Pd with a B-vac. agrees well with the recently reported experimental ORR onset potential of h-BN supported on Pd.\textsuperscript{22} We also found very weak CO binding energy on h-BN@Pd, in agreement with reported enhanced durability for the ORR.\textsuperscript{22} Lastly, by examining the stability and activity of a wide range of transition metals doped in single and double vacancies of h-BN, we showed that both Ag- and Cu-doped h-BN can be highly active and stable toward the ORR.
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